The ~Path ~To ~Femininity.

Hello feminine Queen.
Today I want to introduce you to royal viewpoints as royalty remains a fascinating discussion in
many lives. I am in love with royal legends, which leads to a fascination that began with
Cleopatra the greatest Queen of all times. A genre of lore and intriguing stories of royalty
captivates a vision of long flowing dresses, royal gowns and the wide variety of stories.

The dictionary defines the word dignity as the quality that is worthy of honour.
She poses
Majesty
She is impressive in her royal power as a sovereign Queen.
Grandeur
She holds a high level of social importance.
Self respect
She holds the vision that she is worthy of good treatment and expects nothing less.
Pride
She is humble In her bearings. She is clothed in rich satisfaction that is obtained through her
own achievements and those she is closely associated with.
Self- esteem
She has a firm grip on her inordinately vision of herself.
Self- worth
She lives in the substantial beliefs that she is worthy of all the Jewels and riches and holds

certain in that belief.

Regality
She is persistent in kingship, majesty, queenship, loyalty, and sovereignty and as she gives rise
to royal privileges. Feminine elegance denotes femininity, which is a component found in all
Royal women in today's century. A woman who holds a high degree in self-culture, poise,
integrity, self- assurance, courtesy, and kindness, posses attributes of pure royalty and holds an
array of mystery that is enticing.

A woman with low self- esteem has a hard time composing Royal attributes. As feminine woman
we should always be aspiring to be your best self.

Do you want to be seen as a woman with high dignity.
A woman with a gracious personality.
A woman of bounty.
A woman of intelligence.
A woman whose sophisticated.

A woman who exerts oscillation from her equilibrium.
A woman who is a portrait of tribute in majesty, finesse and prowess.
A woman who guards her reputation.

The Queen asks her King," do you think I'm pretty, " the man replied no." She asked him if he
wanted to be hers forever, again the answer was “ no " She continued to ask more questions
and said to the man," if I walked away would you feel sorrow," the man was firm in his denial.
The royal princess heard enough, she told herself that he isn't the man for me.
As she walked away he grabbed her arm and told her to stay. He said," your not pretty, you're
beautiful. I don't want to be with you forever, I need to be with you forever. And I wouldn't cry if
you walked away, sweetheart I would die."

Are your actions contributing to your character in a good way or sabotaging the sweetness you
possess inside.
Can you cultivate poise, self - assurance, snd sophistication? A woman cannot embrace a true
path to the Sovereign Queen with these characteristics,, because a queen only conducts herself
with such attributes.
Dignity denotes
Self- respect.
Self- confidence.
Self- determination.
Sovereignty.
Self- belief.
A woman of dignity is feminine, soft, and sweet with characteristics that are easy to distinguish
from other women he will meet. These characteristics sets her apart from other women and any
man of caliber will to able to see.

A dignified woman is humble in her approaches and never signifies arrogance. She is patient in
her advances and has a kind at heart.
Furthermore, true dignity remains when momentary losses are gone.

A humble dignified woman finds joy in all situations as she is simply thankful to embrace the
planet. She could drive an expensive luxury car or a betsy thst won't make it that far. Either way
circumstances don’t define her as she will still take pride in who she is.
She could be a housekeeper or a first class lady either way it won't define her character as she
is not defined by material substances. A woman who holds a deep abundance of character and
loves herself won't try to gain respect from others through demanding their attention to become
known. Instead, she will be grounded, patient, and humble and thankful for what she has

obtained, because she understands circumstances could be worse.

A Queen is gracious in her actions and would never attempt to show off her accomplishment to
receive admiration as she would be humble and bust in her everyday undertakings to even
notice.

A woman who would resort to trickery to receive love would qualify as a woman who hides
behind the veil of her own truth.
I’m sure you have walked down the street and seen a couple you thought was rather odd. Or
you couldn't quite distinguish what that cute man was doing with the woman you didn’t find
attractive.
He most likely seen a woman who was
Gracious
Caring
Loving
Thoughtful
Humble
Expressive
She was in her vulnerability and he saw the real her. Him seeing her qualities allowed him to
see past her external gifts and he was led by her inner heart. Her inner heart was what led him
to protect her, love her, and ultimately pick her.

To rise above arrogance and step into dignity one must be reluctant to be snarly. She must rise
above the tendencies of gossip. She must be reluctant to using her body as an object, because
queens don’t do that. She must pick herself up above arrogance and last, but not least live in
your truth, because people can always see through a person living a lie and it will be hard for
anyone to trust you.

As the French say,” Elle a la dignite.’
The Sovereign queen has an extraordinary amount of dignity that reveals her true colour and
inner heart strings.

The Chinese government places a great deal of importance on respecting human dignity.
Chinese philosophy tradition denotes that dignity paved the foundation for human rights and
political liberty. And the schools in China developed a structure of teachings surrounding the
subject.

